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Xesar. Simply versatile
Control, security and flexibility merged in an innovative, electronic locking system – that's
Xesar. Be it residential developments, educational facilities or office buildings, Xesar is
simple and secure to manage. You determine whether to manage the system within a
locally installed network or via the cloud.

Xesar top features

› Multi-user operation for user roles
› Versatile product range
› Appealing payment models  
› Flexible system extensions

The electronic locking system is
a worldwide success story.
Be it in residential properties, companies or public
institutions – many people come in and out every
day. In this process, it is particularly important
to quickly, easily and efficiently assign access
authorisations. Thanks to Xesar it's very simple.
The system supports you with many user-friendly
software features for more control and security.
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One system, many options
Individual Xesar components are synchronised with the software using the Xesar tablet to commission
the Xesar system. Access authorisations are imported to identification media at the coding station. Within
the virtual network the identification media in circulation distribute the security information (blacklist)
throughout the facility.
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Virtual network
The Xesar virtual
network uses the issued
identification media to
exchange information
between software and
doors to always keep the
system up to date.

Xesar tablet
Wireless configuration and
maintenance of multiple
Xesar components

Xesar software
The Xesar software is used to
comprehensively manage the system.
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Xesar online wall readers
These components offer real-time door
monitoring, remote opening and represent the
security interface within the virtual network.

KeyCredits – the choice is yours
Two credit models are available for the operation of the Xesar system

KeyCredits 10, 50, 100
Do you operate a small system or a system that is only affected by very few changes
to authorisations? Then select KeyCredits variants with quantity-based credit, i.e. 10,
50 or 100 credits. You pay one KeyCredit per access authorisation or per change.

KeyCredit

Lifetime

KeyCredit Xesar Lifetime
You operate a large system subject to frequent changes to authorisations? Then you
should opt for the KeyCredit Xesar Lifetime time-based variant. Without any time or
quantity limits you can grant or change an unlimited amount of authorisations.

Xesar software
Flexible – simple – secure
Xesar makes your professional life easier. Here are all the highlights
of the Xesar software at a glance.

Dashboard and user roles

Shop mode

Tasks, important information, warnings - these are
all displayed directly on the dashboard so that you
don't miss a thing. In addition, the user interface can
be customised according to the user role.

For anyone who is not always bang on time. The
shop mode security feature starts office mode only
after the door has been opened for the first time.

MQTT interface

Multi-user

Xesar is compatible with your alarm, smart building,
time tracking and HR data systems. The MQTT
interface makes it possible.

Several users can manage the Xesar system
simultaneously. You can issue media, change
authorisations or open online doors remotely.

Additional software features

› Dashboard with operating tiles for a secure
system overview
› Automatic system check during initial
installation and system start-up
Versatile
filters with preset function
›
› Delete key function after blocked
identification media
› List export to XLS, CSV

Versatile product range
Whatever you want, Xesar can deliver
Thanks to the wide product range Xesar can not only be used in doors on the
inside and outside, for turnstiles and emergency exit doors, but the system is
even suitable for server cabinets and roller shutter gates.

Xesar escutcheons
All-rounders with elegant design – that's
the Xesar escutcheon. Suitable for solid or
metal frame doors as well as doors with
panic bars.

Xesar cylinders
The cylinders are suitable for outdoors
and indoors and provide all essential
security features. Their modular design
enables on-site elongation adaptation.

Xesar handles
Handles are ideal for use on internal
doors. Various finishes and handle
shapes offer a solution for any
architectural requirements.

Xesar wall readers
Xesar wall readers are suitable for indoor
and outdoor use. As online wall readers
they can, for instance, be operated
remotely by porters to grant access to
suppliers.

Xesar padlocks
Protects archiving facilities,
server cabinets or roller
shutter gates indoors and
outdoors.

Xesar cam locks
Suitable for post boxes
or filing cabinets these
cylinders complete your
Xesar system.

Xesar identification media
Key tags and combi keys are
available in a range of different
colours.

Unique EVVA service
Since 1919, EVVA services have been focused on customer benefits. This has resulted in products adapted to
the market, the best product and consulting service for customers and partners as well as a locking system
expertise that boosts customer convenience and gives operators a competitive, economic edge.

Locking systems by
professionals
Master key systems define who
has access to which facilities.
EVVA provides comprehensive
expertise in planning master key
systems and electronic access
control systems. The company's
range also includes the
calculation of high-performance
locking systems with complex
authorisation structures.

Your EVVA Partner
portal
Our Partner portal provides all
you need as an EVVA Partner for
your daily business. price lists,
catalogues, data sheets and the
option to sign up to training
sessions.

Mechanical and
electronic locking
systems
EVVA is one of the few
manufacturers that develops
and produces electronic and
mechanical locking systems in
Vienna. EVVA`s electronic and
mechanical products can be
combined in locking systems
around the world depending on
customer demands.

Excellent advice
EVVA is your reliable partner.
Be it for technical queries
concerning EVVA products or
planning issues regarding a
project, you can always count on
EVVA.

Innovation made in Austria

Trust a family-owned
business that has been
researching, developing and
producing for 100 years
and operates in a respectful
and cooperative way.
EVVA – Leading European
manufacturer in mechanical
and electronic locking
systems!
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